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Getting Brexit done, a continuous
process
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The withdrawal of the United Kingdom from the European Union on 31st January at midnight (Brussels
time) is above all a symbolic event because the British will continue to follow EU rules during the
transition period provided for in the withdrawal agreement until 31st December 2020.

It is only on 1st January 2021, if no postponement

A GRADUAL TRANSITION TO PERMANENT

is decided, that the UK will truly enter the post-

WITHDRAWAL

Brexit era. The form that this will take, for the United
Kingdom as well as for the European Union, is what is

The transition period starting on 1st February should

at stake in the so-called negotiations over the "future

help to avoid a sudden break and to settle the final

relationship".

conditions of the withdrawal. It had been agreed
earlier, for Brexit which should have taken place on

For the 27 Member States, the aim of these

29th March 2019, for a period of 21 months, i.e. until

negotiations is simple: to maintain the closest

the end of December 2020. The withdrawal agreement

possible links with what was the Union's third most

foresees that the United Kingdom and the European

populous country and its second largest economy,

Union might extend it once by mutual agreement, for

without undermining the achievements of European

a maximum period of 2 years as decided by the Brexit

integration, first and foremost of which is the single

negotiators on 22nd November 2018, i.e. until 31st

market. The discussions will therefore be complex

December 2022.

and difficult. According to the political declaration
accompanying the withdrawal agreement, the aim

Boris Johnson's government has nevertheless said it

is to establish “ambitious, broad, deep and flexible

will not request such an extension. What will happen

partnership across trade and economic cooperation

during this transitional phase?

with a comprehensive and balanced Free Trade
Agreement at its core, law enforcement and criminal

Put simply, nothing will change. The European Union

justice, foreign policy, security and defence and wider

will treat the UK like any other EU Member[2], it will

areas of cooperation"[1].

retain all of its access rights to the internal market and
will continue to apply and therefore enjoy full Union

[1] Political declaration
establishing the framework
of future relations between
the EU and the UK,
https://eur-lex.europa.
eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/
HTML/?uri=CELEX:12019W/
DCL(01)&from=EN
[2] https://ec.europa.eu/
commission/presscorner/detail/
fr/MEMO_18_6422

The EU will try to limit the negative impact of Brexit

rights, including the rules that are to be adopted

and to maintain European unity, while succeeding

during the transition period.

in concluding the negotiations before the end of the
year. To this end, the 27 Member States have decided

Moreover, the British will remain, even in the event

to retain the methodology which enabled them to

of disagreement, under the authority of the EUJC

successfully conclude the negotiations over the British

(provided for in the 2019 agreement). In the event

withdrawal.

of a dispute over the agreement itself, political
consultation will take place in a Joint Committee. If
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no solution is found, the dispute will be submitted to

On 1st February 2020 only 705 MEPs will sit in

specific arbitrators as in all international agreements.

Strasbourg as the 73 British MEPs will leave office. Of

The decision taken will be binding for both parties; in

these 73 seats, 46 will be temporarily frozen in the

the event of non-compliance, the arbitration panel may

event of further enlargement. The remaining 27 seats

fix a lump sum or penalty payment to be paid to the

have already been distributed among several Member

injured party[3].

States: + 5 seats for France and Spain, + 3 seats for
Italy and the Netherlands, + 2 seats for Ireland, + 1

THE CHANGES EXPECTED IN THE EUROPEAN

seat for Romania, Austria, Denmark, Croatia, Finland,

INSTITUTIONS

Sweden, Slovakia, Poland and Estonia. These Members
of the European Parliament, elected in May 2019,

While the United Kingdom has not appointed a

will finally be able to sit. This new configuration in

Commissioner to the Commission chaired by Ursula

Parliament might lead to new balances of power within

von der Leyen, it is the turn of the European Parliament

its ranks: Renew group will lose 11 seats, the Greens

to take note of the departure of the British.

6, the S&D 6, and GUE/NGL 1. The EPP will gain 5
seats, Identity and Democracy (ID).

MEPS BY GROUP AFTER BREXIT

Regarding

the

composition

of

committees

and

MICHEL BARNIER AT THE CENTRE OF AFFAIRS

subcommittees, the list of members will be finalised
[3] https://ec.europa.eu/
commission/presscorner/detail/
en/MEMO_18_6422
[4] https://www.europarl.
europa.eu/news/fr/pressroom/20200115IPR70329/
composition-des-commissionsparlementaires-apres-le-brexit

once the new composition of Parliament has been

The negotiations on the future relationship will be led by

confirmed, following the redistribution of seats between

Michel Barnier, who led the ones on the conditions of the

Member States[4].

withdrawal and has managed to retain the confidence of
the political and institutional players in Brussels and in

It is also to be expected that the balance within the

the capitals of the Member States. He will be supported

Council will be more fragile, in particular because of

by a reinforced team of nearly 80 people, known as the

the qualified majority rule (Art. 16 § 4 TFEU).

Task Force for relations with the United Kingdom (UKTF)
and attached to the Commission's Secretariat-General.
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Michel Barnier, who has the rank of Director-General

1st July at the latest, whether or not to extend the

of the Commission, will have authority over all the

transition period beyond 31st December 2020 for 1 or

Directorates-General to coordinate work on all aspects

2 years, to allow themselves more time to conclude the

of the negotiations. The Commissioners, notably Phil

negotiations.

3

Hogan, in charge of trade, will work closely with the
Chief Negotiator.

1 July is also the date on which the European Union
and the United Kingdom have committed to try to

From one negotiation to the next, and from one

conclude and ratify a new fisheries agreement, which

Commission to the next, some appointments reflect a

will, in particular, regulate access to British waters for

concern to conduct the process as smoothly as possible.

European fishermen and the management of stocks

The new Director General for Trade is Sabine Weyand,

jointly through annual quotas.

former assistant to Michel Barnier, the lynchpin to
the withdrawal agreement. Michel Barnier's second

The date of 30th June is the deadline that the two

deputy in the previous task force, Stéphanie Riso, is

parties have set to assess their respective equivalence

now Deputy Head of Commission President Ursula von

in financial services, a process that will review some

der Leyen's Cabinet. Michel Barnier's new deputies

40 sectors. The decision on whether or not to grant

are Clara Martinez Alberola, who headed Jean-Claude

financial equivalence to the United Kingdom will be

Juncker's cabinet as Commission President, and Paulina

taken by the European Union, with no direct link to the

Dejmek Hack, former economic advisor to Jean-Claude

overall negotiation and, in particular, trade.

Juncker.
A further reciprocal assessment will be carried out,
The structure established in 2017 to coordinate the work

until the end of the year, on personal data protection

between the Commission, the Council, the Parliament

regulations and mechanisms, with a view to adopting

and the capitals is also being maintained. The Task

"adequacy decisions" to allow the free flow of data

Force will be in permanent contact, particularly during

between the EU and the UK. Priority in the evaluation

the negotiation rounds, with the Member States,

will be given to respect for data and freedoms in the

who will work in the Council under the leadership of

context of police and judicial cooperation.

Didier Seeuws. In the Parliament, the steering group,
currently chaired by Guy Verhofstadt (Renew, BE), will

For an agreement on the future relationship, be it

be regularly informed by Michel Barnier.

comprehensive, commercial or extended to some
sectors, to enter into force on 1st January 2021 after

A TIGHT SCHEDULE

the end of the transitional period, it will have to be
ratified by the UK and the EU. It must also have

The first step will be to approve Michel Barnier's

been approved by the European Heads of State and

negotiating mandate. It will be presented by the

Government. The desirable timetable would therefore

Commission as soon as the United Kingdom withdraws,

be the conclusion of an agreement at the beginning of

with the aim of launching discussions "at the end of

October 2020, approval by the European Council on

February or the first days of March"[5].

15 and 16 October, and parliamentary ratification in
November and December.

Negotiations will take place in rounds of several days,
with thematic groups working in parallel. Unlike the

The actual negotiating time is therefore reduced to 7 or

withdrawal process, some of these rounds might be

8 months and EU leaders have already indicated that

held in London. An initial assessment will be made at

it will be extremely difficult to reach a comprehensive

a high-level conference between the European Union

agreement in such a short period of time. As British

and the United Kingdom at the end of June. It is at

Prime Minister Boris Johnson has for the moment

https://ec.europa.eu/

that time that the two parties will have to decide, by

ruled out any extension of the transition period, it

en/STATEMENT_20_13
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is therefore necessary to define the priority aspects

requiring

on which agreement is needed to avoid a "no deal"

Parliament. "Mixed" subjects, such as investment

situation on 1st January 2021.

agreements, which also require ratification by national

only

the

ratification

of

the

European

parliaments and some regional parliaments (43 in
A THREE-PART AGREEMENT

total), would also be negotiated at a later stage.

The Union is planning a comprehensive partnership

The heart of the agreement will be a free trade

agreement which will include three main components:

agreement, which Michel Barnier sums up with the

a general component, an economic component and a

formula "zero tariffs, zero quotas, zero dumping". But

security component. Supplementary agreements may

the absence or low level of customs duties and quotas

be concluded at the same time or later.

will depend on the absence of dumping on the part
of the United Kingdom. "The level of ambition of our

Of all the areas of the future relationship to be defined,

future free trade agreement will be proportional to the

three are crucial to avoid a no deal in which the links

level and quality of the rules of the economic game

between Europeans and the British would no longer be

between us.”

regulated: trade, fisheries and security (internal and
external). These are the three areas on which the 27

The concept of the "level playing field", which describes

Member States will focus their efforts as a matter of

the European willingness to maintain quality rules of

priority, while financial services, the sector in which

the game, is expected to play as important a role in the

the United Kingdom has a surplus balance with the

negotiations as the "backstop" in the discussions on

European Union, could be negotiated in a second stage.

withdrawal. It covers the maintenance of regulatory,
fiscal and environmental standards as close as possible

To simplify the ratification process, it will also be in the

to European standards, on 1 January 2021 but above

EU's interest to conclude, as a first step, an agreement

all in the future, to ensure that the European Union

containing

does not become an unfair competitor.

exclusively

"Community"

provisions
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In parallel with the negotiations on the future
relationship, the European Union and the United
Kingdom will have to establish the protocol on the Irish

The transitional period is decisive for the future

border, which is the thorniest issue in the withdrawal

relationship between the European Union and the first

agreement. A joint committee is to define which

Member State to leave it, as is the transitional period

products will be allowed to cross the border between the

for the completion of the withdrawal agreement. As in

British Province of Northern Ireland and the Republic of

the first negotiations, there will be many issues that

Ireland - and thus enter the single market - and which

might ruin everything.

will have to remain in Northern Ireland. The difference
between the two categories will decide on the customs

Ramona Bloj

controls to be introduced between Northern Ireland

Head of Studies of the Foundation

and the rest of the United Kingdom. The organisation,
responsibility and supervision of these controls must
also be detailed.

Eric Maurice
Head of the Foundation's Brussels office
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ANNEX[6]
The framework of future relations between the European Union and the United Kingdom
(Political declaration signed on October 2019)
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AREAS OF SHARED INTEREST

Participation in Union programmes

• The Parties will establish the general terms and conditions for the participation of the
United Kingdom in EU programmes in areas such as :
• Science and innovation, including in consortia for a European Research
Infrastructure (ERIC),
• Youth, culture and education,
• Overseas development and external action,
• Defence capabilities,
• Civil defence,
• Space.
• Provision for a "fair and appropriate financial contribution".
• The implementation of a future PEACE PLUS programme supporting reconciliation
and opportunities for a common future in Northern Ireland (with the maintenance
of the current proportions of funding for this).

Culture, education, science and innovation

• Mobility and "temporary circulation of objects and equipment" enabling cooperation.
• Ongoing cooperation between groups related to culture and education".
• Study of options by the United Kingdom for "future relations with the EIB Group".
AN AMBITIOUS ECONOMIC PARTNERSHIP
Objectives and principles

Free trade agreement and sectoral cooperation

• Ensuring "a level playing field for open and fair competition".
• To "facilitate trade and investment" while respecting the integrity of the domestic
markets of both Parties.
• Taking into account the objective of sustainable development of both Parties.
Merchandise

Tariffs

• Guarantee of "the absence of tariffs, fees, taxes or quantitative restrictions in all
sectors"

Regulatory Aspects

• Building on the respective WTO agreements and beyond.
• Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT): Establishment of "common principles in the fields of
standardization, technical regulations, conformity assessment, accreditation, market
surveillance, metrology and labelling".
• Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS): Parties should treat each other as single
entities, "including for certification purposes, and take into account regionalisation on
the basis of appropriate epidemiological information provided by the exporting party".
• Explore possible cooperation between UK authorities and European agencies (medicines,
chemicals, air safety).

Customs

• Mutual Recognition of Trusted Operator Programmes.
• Administrative cooperation in customs and VAT matters
• Mutual assistance in particular for the "recovery of claims relating to taxes and duties
and the exchange of information to combat customs and VAT fraud and other illegal
activities".
• Facilitation arrangements and technology to "ensure the absence of a physical border on
the island of Ireland".
FACILITATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES, AUDITS AND CONTROLS
Services and investments

[6] Realised with Kenza Bensaid
and Myriam Dziewit Benallaoua

Access to the market and non-discrimination

• Provisions on market access and national treatment under host State rules with respect
to the parties' service providers and investors, taking into account the performance
requirements imposed on investors".

Regulatory Aspects

• The entry and temporary stay of natural persons for business purposes in defined areas.

Financial Services

• Provisions that promote transparent, effective and compatible regulatory approaches as
far as possible, and that promote the absence of unnecessary regulatory requirements".

Digital Issues

• Horizontal domestic regulatory provisions concerning licensing procedures or sectors
of common interest (telecommunications, financial services, delivery services and
international maritime transport).
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Movement of capital and payments

• Arrangements concerning "professional qualifications required for the practice of
regulated professions".

Intellectual property

• Close cooperation "in regulatory and supervisory matters in international fora" and in the
mutual interest of both Parties.

Public Procurement

• Forecasting mutual opportunities in their respective public procurement markets.
• Remedying the risk of arbitrary behaviour in the award of contracts, and providing
means and procedures for appeal, including to judicial authorities.

Mobility

• "The United Kingdom has decided that the principle of free movement of people between
the Union and the United Kingdom will no longer apply".
• Provision for a "short-stay visa waiver regime".
• Consideration of conditions of entry and residence for the purposes of "research, study,
training and youth exchanges".
• Reflection on the coordination of social security in the context of the future movement
of persons.
• Facilitation of the crossing of the respective borders for legitimate travel without
prejudice to the arrangements linked to the common travel area (United Kingdom,
Ireland).
• Intention of the United Kingdom to adhere to the 2007 Hague Convention on
maintenance obligations by which it is currently bound by virtue of its membership of
the Union".
• Options for judicial cooperation in matrimonial matters, parental responsibility and other
related matters”.

Transport

• "Comprehensive Air Transport Agreement".
• Comparable market access conditions for carriers of goods or passengers by road and
common conditions to be met for employees in the sector, the carriage of passengers by
road and the carriage of dangerous goods.
• Bilateral arrangements for cross-border rail services, in particular to facilitate on a
sustainable basis the Belfast-Dublin Enterprise line and Channel Tunnel services.
• Maritime passengers and freight will be based on the "international legal framework" but
there will be cooperation between the respective shipping agencies of the two parties.

Energy

• Framework to facilitate technical cooperation between "operators and bodies responsible
for the management of electricity and gas networks".
• Nuclear Cooperation Agreement between Euratom and the United Kingdom.
• "Carbon Pricing Cooperation" for an association of the United Kingdom with the EU
Emissions Trading Scheme.

Fisheries

• Cooperation to ensure sustainable levels and rational management of resources.
• New fisheries agreement on access to waters and quota shares. Objective to conclude
this by 01/07/2020 to be able to "determine the fishing opportunities for the first year
following the transitional period".

Fair Conditions for open and loyal competition

• Maintenance of "common high standards applicable in the Union and the United Kingdom
at the end of the transition period in the fields of State aid, competition, social and
employment standards, the environment and climate change, as well as relevant tax
issues".
PARTNERSHIP IN SECURITY MATTERS

Data Exchange

• Arrangements for "efficient and timely data sharing and analysis".
• Reciprocal arrangements for the "rapid, effective and efficient exchange of Passenger
Name Record (PNR) data and the results of the processing of such data" as well as DNA
data, dactyloscopic data and vehicle registration data (Prüm).
• Consideration of arrangements for the exchange of information on "wanted or missing
persons and objects and the exchange of criminal records".

Operation cooperation between law enforcement
authorities and judicial cooperation in criminal
matters

• Definition of "terms of UK cooperation through Europol and Eurojust".
• Simplified procedures and time limits for "the efficient and expeditious surrender of
suspects and convicted persons, with the possibility to derogate from the requirement
of dual criminality, and to determine the applicability of such arrangements to its own
nationals as well as for political offences".
• Consideration of the implementation of "joint investigation teams", with a view to
establishing capabilities similar to those provided by the relevant EU mechanisms.

Combating money laundering and the financing of
terrorism

• "Compliance with Financial Action Task Force standards".
• End anonymity "associated with the use of virtual currencies".

Foreign Policy, Security and Defence

• Close cooperation on terrorism, illegal migration, sustainable development, poverty
eradication.
• Provision of mechanisms for dialogue, consultation, coordination, exchange of
information.

Consultation and cooperation

• Political dialogues on "Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) and Common
Security and Defence Policy (CSDP)" as well as sectoral dialogues at different levels.

Sanctions against other countries

• Exchange of information on the lists and their justification, their preparation, their
implementation and the monitoring of compliance with their provisions"

Operations and Missions

• Framework Agreement for the participation of the United Kingdom in "case-by-case
CSDP missions and operations".

Defence Capability Development

• "United Kingdom collaboration on relevant existing and future European Defence Agency
(EDA) projects".
• Collaboration on projects in the framework of "Permanent Structured Cooperation (PSC)"
if invited to do so by the Council of the Union.
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Information Sharing

• Voluntary basis in the field of "counter-terrorism, hybrid and cyber threats".
• Cooperation in the field of space imagery between the European Union Satellite Centre
(EUSC) and the United Kingdom.

Space and Development Cooperation

• Consideration of arrangements for cooperation in space.
• Consideration of how "the United Kingdom could contribute to the Union's instruments
and mechanisms".

Cybersecurity

• Close cooperation in the event of a "computer emergency".
• Dialogue to identify opportunities for future cooperation in view of "new threats".

Civil Protection

• Cooperation in the event of "natural or man-made disasters" .

Illegal migration

• Operational work with Europol against "organised immigration crime".
• Collaboration with Frontex on strengthening the external border.

Combating terrorism and violent extremism

• “Expertise on key issues and themes".
• Cooperation with relevant intelligence analysis bodies.

Classified information and unclassified sensitive
information

• Agreement on the security of information and, if necessary, the establishment of
"modalities for the protection of sensitive unclassified information" exchanged.

INSTITUTIONAL MEASURES AND OTHER HORIZONTAL MEASURES

Governance

• Regular and thematic dialogues for the management, supervision and implementation of
"robust modalities".
• Possibility of establishing a dialogue between the European and British Parliaments.
• Establishment of a "Joint Committee to manage and oversee the implementation
and operation of future relations, facilitate dispute resolution". It should comprise
representatives of the parties at an appropriate level and establish its own rules of
procedure.

Dispute Resolution

• "Flexible Mediation Mechanism".
• Arbitration Panel" if the Committee is unable to reach a mutually satisfactory solution. A
panel whose decisions will be binding on both parties.
• Possibility of referring a matter to the ECJ if it concerns the interpretation of provisions
or concepts of Union law.

Exceptions and safeguards

• Possibility of activating "temporary safeguard measures that would otherwise constitute
a breach of its commitments, in case of serious economic, social or environmental
hardship”.

You can read all of our publications on our site :
www.robert-schuman.eu
Publishing Director : Pascale JOANNIN
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